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The economic concept of a set of agents each of which cannot influence the 
outcome of their collective activity but certain coalitions of which can influence 
that outcome has received a proper mathematical formulation by means of 
measure theory. J. W. Milnoz and L. S. Shapley [l I] have considered a game 
with a measure space of players. Aumann [2] showed that the set of competitive 
allocations and the core coincide when the set of consumers is an atomless 
positive finite measure space. 
Given a finite set of agent Q and a Banach space X (often referred to as the 
commodity space) a necessary step in analysing economic equilibrium is to 
study the “set valued sum” 
where f(a) E 4(a). 
In a more general context, we let S;, be an arbitrary set and let the set of 
coalitions .& be a u-field. A positive measure p is defined on & where p(E) is 
the fraction of agents in E. Then Caen $(a) is replaced by Ifdp. This and other 
considerations motivated such works as [6j and [9]. 
In recent years the study of multivalued measures and functions has received 
considerable attention as have their applications to such areas as mathematical 
economics and control theory. When studying set valued functions authors have 
restricted their attention to the case where the range consists of nonempty, 
bounded, closed subsets of a Banach space X, often specializing to compact or 
weakly compact convex subsets of X. 
Let VC(X), be the set of bounded, closed, non empty convex subsets of X. 
The set qC(X) is a metric space under the Hausdorff metric 6. A function M 
from an algebra or u-algebra Z into gC(X) which is countably additive relative 
to 6 is called a mubneasure. The “selectors of M” play a central role in the study 
of M. Consequently, m is called a selector of &i’ if m is a vector valued measure 
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from Z into X with m(A) E IM(A) f or all A E Z. Many different theorems assert 
that M has plenty of selectors. Thus Godet-Thobie, for example, in [8] shows 
that if the values of M are weakly compact subsets of X, then there exists a 
sequence of selectors {m,) of M such that 
cha(4 = M(A) for all A E Z, 
provided some conditions are put on X. The work contained in [4], [5] and [8] 
offers a small sample of results available for multimeasures. 
Similarly, different authors have studied functions defined on some abstract 
set with values in gc(X). Certain forms of the Radon-Nikodym theorems are 
available in that setting. Thus in [9] conditional expectations are defined and 
some convergence theorems for martingales are shown to carry over. For a 
small sample of results in this area we refer the reader to [ 11, [6] and [ 121. Finally 
it is worthwhile to note that representation theorems for “multi-operators” 
have also been considered. Thus Castaing in [3] represents multi-operators on 
La and L1 that satisfy certain continuity conditions. 
The main purpose of the present paper is to study finitely additive or countably 
additive multimeasures whose values are in gc(X). Let M be a finitely additive 
function defined on the algebra & whose values are in %JX). Our first result 
is a spectral type theorem for M. That is, there exists a u-algebra d and a 
countably additive multimeasures A? form d into Vc(X) and a Boolean iso- 
morphism i of & into s;l^ such that 
M(A) = J&(A)] forAE&, 
provided some fairly general conditions are put on X. 
Moreover A? is generated by a countable set of selectors. Here M is assumed 
to be “continuous” with respect to a finite, positive, finitely additive set function 
r. The proof involves using the selectors of M and applying appropriate extension 
theorems to these selectors. This theorem should prove to be useful when going 
from the countably additive to the finitely r-continous case. Our first result is 
then used to show the next two results. 
Let X be a finite dimensional space, let M have compact-convex values in X 
where M is finitely additive and r-continuous and where Y is a finitely additive- 
set function. If iU has u-finite variation, for every E > 0 one can find a convex 
compact valued set function F, such that 
for all A E &. 
Of course the Radon-Nikodym theorem for the case where M is countably 
additive has already been shown by several authors (see [5], for example, for 
results along these lines). This result is extended to the case where X is infinite 
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dimensional under certain assumptions on X and provided that some set 
function has weakly compact convex sets as values. The fourth result shows that 
if 13 is approximately the (multivalued) Radon-Nikodym derivative of .& then 
the densities of the selectors of& do not fall too far fromp. That is, if m is a 
selector of &?, if m( .) = St., f dr, and if 
6 [a(A), 1,” dr] < t for all A 
then f (.) E P(.) -r 2 E U where c’ is the unit ball of X. Here it is assumed that 
X* is separable. 
Let IV denote a set of r-continuous, X-valued measures closed under the 
variation norm. We would like to compare W to the set of selectors of some set- 
valued function. Under certain conditions we show that W is not too different 
from S(M), the set of selectors of M where M is some “subadditive function”, 
that is, M(A u B) CM(A) r M(B) w h enever A and B are disjoint. In fact 
under these assumptions, there exists a subadditive function M of finite variation 
such that S(M) C ?I’, M(A) = cl{m,(il)> where Ed’, E IV and moreover 
hi(.) c clM~)l h w ere h, is the derivative of w, relative to r. 
RESULTS 
We begin by establishing some basic notations. By X we will denote a Banach 
space and X* will denote the dual of X. The symbol d will denote an algebra of 
subsets of Q and r will be a positive, finitely additive, finite set function on &‘. 
Also Vc(X) denotes the bounded, closed, non empty convex subsets of X and S 
denotes the Hausdorff metric defined on gc(X). By K(X) we mean the subsets 
of gc(X) that are compact, whereas IV(X) d enotes the weakly compact subsets 
of qc(X). On %JX) an addition denoted by q is defined where 
If Z denotes any algebra of sets, u(Z) will denote the u-algebra generated by 2. 
Let M be a function from JZZ’ into et(X). Th en M is called finitely additive if 
M(A u B) i M(B) w h enever -4 and B are disjoint. Also M is called countably 
additive if 
M((J Ai) = . i M(,4i) 
t=l z=1 
where the limit on the right is relative to the addition i- in %JX) in the 6 metric, 
and where {Ai} forms a disjoint sequence of sets. 
Consider the following set of conditions where M: & + gc(X) is finitely 
additive. 
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(a) 44 has values in W(X) where X admits a countable totalizing subset 
(b) X is reflexive and X* satisfies condition (P), that is there exists a 
sequence (d> of X* separating points of X 
(c) X is a separable Hilbert space 
(d) X* satisfies (P) and M has values in W(X) 
(e) M has values in C,$(X), the strictly convex subsets of X, that is. 
If A E C,(X) for any .1c* E X*, then there exists a unique .v E A such that 
X*(x) =: sup(x*, y). 
YEA 
We refer the reader to [8] for different implications of the above conditions. 
Finally we write M < Y of for every E > 0, there exists 77 > 0 such that ~(-4) < 7 
implies 1 M(A)1 < E where d E sL7 and 1 M(A)1 = 6((O), M(_4)) = SUP,,,,,(~) 11 N 11. 
We are now ready to state our first result. 
THEOREM 1. Let (9, .&, r) be as above. Let M be a finitely additive function 
from ,o/ into qC(X) where M satisfies any one of the conditions (a)-(e) with M < r. 
Then there exists a a-algebra 2 of subsets, a countably additive functionk from 
.d into VC(X) and a Boolean isomorphism i of A? into ,G? such that 
M(A) = A[i(A)] for all ,4 f d. 
Proof. By the spectral theorem there exists a compact set R whose algebra ,J? 
of clopen sets is isomorphic to zJ’. Let i be the isomorphism of Qd into 2 (of 
course i is not a a-isomorphism). By a result of [8] any one of the conditions 
(a)-(e) implies the existence of a sequence of finitely additive set functions v, 
from JJZ into ,‘i such that v,(A) E M(A) f or all A E Z and cl{v,(A)} = M(A). 
Define 6, on 2 by G,(i(A)) = v,(A). Also let r^(i(A)) = i(A). By Alexandroff’s 
theorem [7], r^ is countable additive on 2 and extends as a countably additive 
measure to ~(2). Now 6, Q r uniformly in n, that is for every E > 0 there esists 
7 > 0 such that 
t(i(r2)) < 7 implies // tin(i(A))li < E for all n. 
Let .E? = o(z). Then 2? ’ is d ense in ccd in the metric induced by r^. Thus each 6, 
can be extended to ,d. For every A^ E ,41 let 
d&(A) = cl{G,(A)}. 
Clearly d(i(A)) = M(A). Since G,(a) = lim G,(i(A,)) uniformly in n as 
i(AJ -+ a in the metric induced by i, it follows that 
S[k(A), &(a,))] --, 0 
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and since by [I 81, %‘JX) is a complete metric space for 6, it follows that 
A?(A) E +qX). 
Now if -4 and B are disjoint, we may obtain sequences {A,}, {B,} with i(A,) --t a, 
i(B,) --f B, and ‘1, n B, = 4. Thus - 
S[AqA u B),.R(A) + &4(8)] 
>< +&A u &A&A, u B,)] + &&4,) +~&?(B&k(d) +&5?(B)]. 
By Debreu [6], the second term on the right is dominated by 
This shows that .,& is finitely additive. Since k < r^ over ,J? and since 2 is dense 
in .Q?, it is easy to show that &? is countably additive. This finishes the proof of 
the theorem. 
We now consider the finite dimensional case and show that every A!! Q Y 
has an approximate derivative respectively to r. 
THEOREM 2. Let X be a finite dimensional space. Let M have values in K(X) 
with it3 4 r (r jinitely additive). Assume M has a-jinite variation. Then there exists 
for every E ‘1.. 0, a measurable map F, from Sr into K(X) such that 
In fact F, can be pi&d to be a “simple function”. 
Proof. Using the previous notations, i(A) = 0 implies&(A) = 0. r’ and&? 
are countably additive. Since r^ is finite, a result of Coste [5] implies that there 
exists a function P from R into K(X) such that J?(A) = jdfi d?, where P is 
measurable for all Ld E d. This follows because A(a) is the limit in the 6 
metric of ,L!(z(&)) and K(X) is a closed subset of %‘JX) (see[6]). Define a metric 
A by 
A(& , pt, = j- @A4 &-4 dr 
where P,: K + K(X). 
Again by [6], it is known that K(X) is separable and complete with respect to 6. 
It follows that there exists “a simple function” 
n 
s^= 2 XA,C, with c, E K(X) 
JZl 
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such that d(I?, S) < ~12. Also by the density of 2 in d we can find disjoint sets 
Ai~.PI such that 
Thus 
I[ 6 f XA,C~ , i X,(A,$j dr^ -=C 42. I=1 J=l I 
d(E, S) < E with s = 1 %(A,)CJ * 
This implies 6[M(A), jA S dr] < E f or all A E & where S is &&-measurable. We 
now consider the case where X has infinite dimension. 
PROPOSITION 3. Assume the hypothesis of Theorem 1. Assume in addition that 
M has values in W(X) where X has the Radon-Nikodym property, X* is separable 
and M has a-finite variation. If the range of I? is separable in W(X). then the con- 
clusion of the previous theorem holds. 
Proof. The previous proof applies with II’(X) replacing K(X). It should be 
noted that from a result of [5], P h as values in W(X) (but not necessarily in 
K(X), even if M has values in K(X)). Also note that since K(X) is separable with 
respect to 6 whenever X is separable (see [6]) the separability of the range of 
P will hold if P has values in K(X). Note also that the above result is true if M 
has values in %YJX) and P has separable range in VC(X) since X* separable 
implies that X is and the results of [S] are applicable. 
We now let d denote any u-algebra, 4 denote a countably additive gC(X)- 
valued measure, i denote a non-atomic positive finite measure on d. Consider 
the relation 
6 [ni(A), lAP d?] < E for all A E G?. 
Under certain conditions Jo = cl{m,(A)} and m, has a density relative to F. 
The next theorem asserts that these densities do not fall too far outside fi. 
Let U denote the unit ball of X. 
THEOREM 4. Let d, &?, r^ be as above. Assume that X* is separable and that 
m, have densities relative to i. Let 6[J(A), JA fl d?] < E for all A E s?. C:nder any 
one of the conditions (a)-(e) the densities of the selectors of 2 are in E i ZEC~. 
Proof. Any one of the conditions (a)-(e) implies the existence of a sequence 
of selectors m, ofA such that&?(A) = cl{m,(A)}. Since& is countably additive, 
each m, is also. Thus m,(A) = JA fn di, so for each A 
Assume that for some n, , fnO(w) $fl(u) q 2eU on a set A with r^(A) > 0. 
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Without loss of generality assume +(/I) < $. By the separation property for 
convex sets 
and for some .x$ F X* where (X X) forms a countable dense subset of X*. Now 
Thus fA fn, df 6 J,., (P 4 2eU) dr^ = JA P dr^ & 2~cV(.4). This contradicts 
Consider a set valued function defined on a u-algebra &. Assume M(A) = 
cl{v,(A)} where {vi> are X-valued measures defined on &. Assume M is of finite 
variation, that is, sup Z 1 M(a,)l < co for any partition (Ai] of Q by sets of .M. 
Now M is always a “subadditive function”, that is M(A u B) C M(A) 4 M(B) 
whenever A n B = 4. We call m a selector of M if m is an X-valued measure 
with m(A) E M(A). Let Q denote the restriction of 7 to subsets of A. 
The next proposition asserts that the selectors of M are in the closure of 
certain selectors of M. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let M be given by M(A) = cl(v,(A)) where {vz> is a sequence 
of X-valued measures. Assume M has jinite variation. Then the selectors of M are 
in the variation closure of measures of the form Cg, (v~,)~, where the finite sums 
aye over partitions (A,) of Q and vjk E (vi>. 
Proof. Let m be a slector of M, let {B,} b e a countable partition of Q, and 
let E > 0. Since M is of finite variation, there exists an integer IV such that 
xc=N.,.I 1 M(B,)( < E. Let vi, be such that I/ m(Bk) - v~,(B& < ./IS. We have 
~:;;“=,+, II v ~(&)II < E, Z,“=,+, IIm(&)ll < E. Define 4 , 4 ,-.., & by -4,= 
4 ” cufdJ+1 Bk), Ai = Bi for 2 <j < n. Then 
f 11 (m(4) - f (zQA, (Bd) 11 
2=1 h=l 
and the proposition is shown. 
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Let W denote a set of r-continuous, X-valued measures of finite variations. 
Assume I is countably additive and that X is a Radon-Nikodym space. If w E W, 
let fw = dwldr. Let M be a subadditive set function from &’ into subsets of X. 
Let s(M) be the set of selectors of M The next theorem asserts that under 
certain conditions, W and S(M) are not too different, where M is some sub- 
additive function provided certain conditions are assumed In fact under these 
conditions, one can find an M such that S(M) C IV, yet all the f,“(.) are in the 
closure of {A,(.)} where {h,} is a sequence of densities coming from a countable 
sequence of r-continuous measures generating M. 
THEOREM 6. Assume X is a separable Radon-Nikodym space. Let P be a 
countably additive measure on the o-algebra &. Let W be a set of r-continuous 
X-valued measures satisfying: 
(1) W is closed with respect to the variation norm 
(2) If w, E W, wz E Wand AE&‘, BEJS?, A n B =+ then (w~)~ + (W&E W 
(3) sup I= j w,(AJ < 00 where the sup is over allpartitions (A,} and wi E W. 
Then there exists a function M from .J-I? into closed subsets of X such that M is 
subadditive, M is of finite variation, S(M) C W, M(A) = cl(w,(A)} for all 
A E d where {wn} is a sequencefrom Wand moreover fw(w) E cl{h,(w)} r.a.e. where 
w, = h, . P. 
Proof. Since X is separable, let {di} b e a countable dense subset of X. Let 
fi(co) = d, , let 01~ = inf{s ( di - fw(w)I d P w E Wj and let gzej be elements of / 
Lj(r) such that 
Let M(A) = ~l{w~,~(A)} where 
Relabel {w~,~} as {w,J. Clearly M is subadditive and (3) implies that M is of 
finite variation. Let m E S(M) and E > 0. By the previous proposition there 
exists a partition {A, , A, ,..., -4,) and a set (wr , w2 ,..., w,) picked from (w~,~} 
such that 
var 
[ 
m - i (wi),+ 
I 
< E. 
i=l 
Now (1) and (2) imply m E W. Thus S(M) C W. 
Now assume there exists w E W such that fw(w) $ cl{h,(w)} for w E A with 
r(A) > 0. Pick i,, such that r(B) > 0 where 
B = {Ifwb) - gioj(w)l > a> n (IIf, - 4, II -c 43). 
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Let g: = xBfw + xeg,,j . Then on B 
so 
This contradicts J II 4, - gioj 11 dr - aio -+ 0. 
One should note that if M is a closed set valued measure of finite variation 
then S(M) satisfies (I), (2), (3). 
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